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Stop Press!

One newly qualified teacher

“Congratulations!” to Maggie Kirkup –see p.13

Two Branch Awards

On the lovely evening of the Summer

Solstice, George Meikle was playing as usual for

our now traditional last class/dance of the

season. At the break our Chairman, Margaret

Chambers, in recognition of their services to the

Branch, presented Barbara Savill and Cheryl

Ayers each with a Branch Award, and a

traditional style Scottish dress brooch, to

considerable acclaim, warmest congratulations

and glasses of something chilled and sparkling.

Barbara qualified almost thirty years ago.

She was examined at the Oddfellows Hall, West

Park, Clifton, our Branch venue at that time -

some thought it very aptly named.

Margaret and Barbara (Pho

Cheryl started teaching

Scottish Club in 2003 and

2004. She completed her tra

combined Bristol & South

course under Graham Donald

Gray.

Margaret and Cheryl (Pho
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Re: Award 22nd June 2018

Dear Margaret and Committee members

I just wanted to thank you for the wonderful
surprise last night. I am thrilled and very
honoured to have been given a Branch Award
and most grateful to those who engineered it. It
was also amazing to be given the beautiful gift
of the uniquely Scottish brooch. Whenever I
wear it I will think of you all and the happy
dancing times we have shared in the Branch.

How special to have “fizz” as well though I
have to admit that jumping up and down
straightaway made the bubbles go straight to
my head.

It has been a real privilege to teach in such a
thriving and successful Branch.

With sincere thanks,

Love from Cheryl

A message from our Chairman

Well, another year of happy dancing comes

to a close, I hope you have enjoyed your

dancing this year, and are looking forward to

dancing again in September.

My aim in this letter is to talk about the

various investigations and trials we have

undertaken this year, and to let you know our

plans for next season.

A year ago the committee decided (in

response to feedback from some members) to

investigate alternative class venues. Our goal

was to find somewhere with two good dancing

spaces, that would also match St Monica’s in

other aspects such as access and parking. It

was felt a better second space would help us

attract and keep more beginners, as well as

increase flexibility for members e.g. allowing an

intermediate/advanced split for part of the

Re: Award 24th June 2018

Dear Margaret,

Please pass on to the Committee and anyone
else involved, my sincere thanks for considering
me for a Branch Award. It is a great honour and
means so much. I still can’t quite believe it and
it makes all those happy years teaching in
Bristol even more worthwhile. I received a very
nice letter from Helen Russell too.

Fortunately in Exeter there are good teachers so
I can enjoy dancing. On May 11 2019 the Exeter
Branch are having a 50th Anniversary Ball, so I
hope some Bristol dancers will come.

With many thanks for your support and again
for giving me the award.

Barbara

******

evening. We found 2 potentially viable locations

and trialled each but at the AGM you left us in

no doubt that we had not found anywhere to

compete with Oatley Hall, so here we stay.

Our lack of success above, led us to consider

other options to improve classes. During the

Summer term we have tested an alternative

class format, based on that used by the Oxford

branch. Following our own observations, and

some reported concerns, we felt we should

encourage wider feedback and developed a

questionnaire which was circulated. I would like

to thank all 33 who responded, a good

percentage of our regular attendees. I was

heartened by the positivity in most of your

input.

In mid-July your committee met to discuss

your responses, summarised for us by Caroline.

Guided by you, we have agreed the following

format for the Autumn Term, much will revert to

our previous format as follows: 7:30-10pm; a

15 minute break between 8:30 & 9pm as best

fits with the teaching; fees will be taken during

the break; we will keep the water jugs on site,

but please bring a vessel to drink from; one

teacher will cover the entire evening for blocks

of 4/5 weeks, as best fits the term; we will

publish the planned teaching rota, Fiona,

Graham, Lynn or Maggie.

Looking at the structure of the evening, the

teacher will cover a mixture of dances,

according to which dancers are attending at that

time (yes, they prepare more than they use!).

In the first half the teacher will seek to integrate

beginners into the main class, using easier

dances. There will also be emphasis given to the
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more social aspects of dancing, by this we mean

phrasing, covering, eye contact, handing etc

from which everyone will benefit. Many of you

have told us you dislike standing around, it will

help everyone if beginners/improvers are

supported by their partners and by the set;

please ascertain and honour their preferences

for walk-through positions. We will revive the

Mentor approach to help support our newer

dancers. After the break, teachers may

introduce some more challenging dances,

involving lesser known formations, which will be

taught as required and there will be continued

emphasis on the social niceties. During the

second half, where easier dances are mixed in,

then it is hoped to get you dancing with just one

walkthrough, possibly none for well-known

dances.

Returning to the topic of beginners, one

branch is reporting using the above format

extremely successfully, but with beginners

attending a 6-week course prior to joining the

main class. We felt this input too late for

September but are considering offering such a

course starting in January. Caroline is checking

possible venues, we will need a syllabus and we

feel this needs to be advertised, hence too late

for September. Having recently dropped the

publicity role from the committee we now need

someone prepared to take on a specific publicity

role for this initiative. The holder can be co-

opted onto the committee or just focus on this

aspect and keep us informed. If you are

interested in this challenge please let Caroline

know, email secretary@rscdsbristol.info Note

that if having beginners in the main class

doesn’t work then we would look to introduce

such a course as quickly as possible.

And finally, this is just a reminder that, as

had become tradition, the objective of the first

evening of the Autumn term is to provide a

taste of Scottish Country Dancing for anyone

interested in “giving it a go” and for the rest of

us to re-discover our dancing feet. The evening

is free so please bring your friends to enjoy a

social, light-hearted evening. See you there!

Margaret Chambers

Snippet 1: Jane Dunning

It has been good to see the return of Jane in

February following a long absence since last

year. This was the result of an accident on June

15th, 2017, when she broke her left leg in two

places. A member for fourteen years, Jane has

also been an enthusiastic dancer at Summer

Schools.

Secretary's Annual Report 2017-
2018

RSCDS Bristol is now 56 years old. We currently

have 81 members of whom 4 are life members.

We continue to dance on Thursday evenings at St.

Monica Trust Oatley Hall. There have been some

problems with the floor this year but these have

been resolved to the satisfaction of ourselves and

of the management. We thank dancers for their

co-operation in using the mats to keep the

carpets free of dust and the damp towel to

prevent slipping as we can no longer use slip-

stop.

As usual we started our dancing year in

September and have just had the last evening of

the year on 21 June. One last huzzah remains -

the Summer Fling, which has again been

organised by Peter Wright and Pat Fish. This will

take place on Sunday 15th July at Ubley Village

Hall and no doubt great fun will be had by all.

[See addendum.]

The classes this year have undergone some

alteration. We started the year with the familiar

pattern of two separate classes, one for skills and

learners and the other for the main class. As the

Atrium was not proving an ideal venue for the

skills class, even using the removable flooring we

had purchased, there had been some debate as to

whether we should move to a different venue

which could accommodate two simultaneous

classes more comfortably. Much research was

done, particularly by Tricia Machin and one or two

venues were assessed by the class. A suitable

venue did not present itself however and the

committee took the decision to remain at St.

Monica’s - a decision which we believe was

welcomed by the majority of the group. The

problem of the Atrium class still remained and

from February we have been trying out a possible

solution. The new format has been to start the

class earlier, at 7pm and have an hour for

beginners and new dancers to learn steps and

formations in simple dances, bolstered by more

experienced dancers who are able to attend at

that time, followed by a short break, then a

session for all with teaching points and then a last

session for more complicated dances with fewer

walkthroughs. Two teachers have shared the

evening. Having now had a few months’

experience of this format the committee sent out

a questionnaire to members to find out how it is

being received and will be assessing the answers

and deciding on the format for the next dancing

year over the summer.

We also have a Monday class which

concentrates on technique and does some

mailto:secretary@rscdsbristol.info
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demonstrations and displays. During the year the

team performed on three occasions, for Burns

suppers and other celebrations. This class is now

‘under new management’ as Ros Rawlings has

taken over from Barbara Savill and continues her

good work.

Our lovely friend George Cree died this year

and we said a sad goodbye. He had enjoyed being

our ‘doorkeeper’, getting to know us all and

participating as much as he was able and had

become part of our group. We will miss him. He

has passed on his welcoming role to John Miles

who now greets arrivals at class in a most

gentlemanly fashion and we are grateful to him

for his help.

We also heard the sad news of the death in

April of Martin Norgate. Martin visited us one

dance evening in the Autumn and it was very

good to see him again. He moved away from

Bristol some years ago but prior to that he had

been a very significant member of the Branch

with many friends here and he was welcomed

back for the evening.

As a Branch of the RSCDS we have of course a

part to play within the Society itself. Our

Membership Secretary, Clive Warren-Smith is on

the Management Board so we have a ‘hotline’ to

what is happening. The Chairman and Secretary

acted as our delegates to the Society AGM in

Perth. They voted remotely, in advance of the

AGM, in accordance with our members’ wishes.

An EGM held in October accepted the changes

to our Constitution proposed by the Committee.

These related in the main to the length of terms

of office of the Office bearers and the changes

have been registered at the Charity Commission.

Our events for the year have followed the usual

pattern:

In October our New Season Dance attracted

over 65 dancers who enjoyed the music of

Strathallan to start off our season. Cheryl Ayers

ably MC’d the occasion.

Our Day School was also a Musicians’ School.

The dancers were taught by Tom McKinlay from

Paris with Bob Shakespeare playing for us. About

60 dancers attended over the two sessions and

around 53 dancers came to the evening dance

where they were serenaded by the twelve

musicians who had attended the musicians’ school

under the tutelage of George Meikle who led them

in playing for the evening. Graham Coles and

Maggie Kirkup were our knowledgeable and

friendly MCs. It was a very successful day and

enthusiastic comments were received. Thank you

to Tom for his excellent teaching, to Bob for his

wonderful music especially the evocative tunes he

employed and to George for his organisation and

execution of the music school, a real bonus. Also

to Peter Wright for his help and involvement in

the organisation of the musicians’ school.

Thanks go too to Margaret Pinder for her

organisation of the catering, including tea for the

attendees. This was much appreciated.

Our next event, the Newcomers Dance in

February was held in terrible weather but despite

that was a sell-out occasion. 80 tickets were sold

but in the end due to illness only 75 dancers

braved the weather and attended. Still an

excellent number. Strathallan played for us again

but this time minus Chris Oxteby who has a neck

and shoulder problem. We do wish her a speedy

recovery and hope to have her with us again

soon. Her place in the band was taken by Ben de

Souza and we do thank him for stepping in at a

late stage. Barbara Savill was our accomplished

MC – her last time with us although hopefully she

will return as a guest MC at some time.

In March we made our annual visit to Dawlish

to the Langstone Cliff Hotel for the Bristol

weekend away. The committee of Clive Robinson,

Barbara Savill and Brian Machin organised

another excellent weekend, much appreciated by

those from RSCDS Bristol and from other groups

who joined us for the weekend. Our teacher was

Nicola Scott from Birmingham, a lovely young

lady with energy and enthusiasm who is now a

firm friend of Bristol. We very much enjoyed her

classes and the way she joined in with the ‘after

party’, dancing into the wee small hours! Our

musicians were old friends Chris and Julie

Dewhurst whose friendly approach and lively

music added much to the weekend. We followed

the tried and tested formula with a welcome

dance on the Friday, led by Clive and Marion

Warren-Smith, classes and a walk led by Brian

Machin on the Saturday and a ceilidh for the

Saturday night with ceilidh masters Alan and

Margaret Pinder followed swiftly by some after

party merriment.

The two dogs in attendance – trainee guide dog

Rudi and little poodle mix Lola also enjoyed their

weekend away although Lola was jealous that

Rudi was allowed in the restaurant and she was

not!

Finally the Summer Dance in May. Sadly this

was not so well attended as the other dances.

There was a clash with two other events which

were reasonably local which may have been a

factor. Only 47 dancers came to hear Ian

Robertson’s marvellous music. Those who did

come, though, had a terrific time and the
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atmosphere was buzzing. Cheryl MC’d the

occasion brilliantly and many dancers

complimented both her and Ian on the occasion.

Now we have finished our year and ‘broken up’

for the summer, but our last evening of term was

a very special one. We had George Meikle playing

for us - ah, the difference live music brings, and

such marvellous music too – and we had the

opportunity to give recognition and regard to two

of our members and teachers by means of Branch

awards from the Society. Barbara and Cheryl have

both been involved with the Branch for many

years. Barbara has taught beginners, the main

class, the technique/display class, children’s

classes, been involved with organising

Anniversary Balls, the Branch weekend away and

has been Chairman of the Branch and served on

the committee. She has now moved away from

Bristol and we wanted to show her how much we

appreciate what she has done for the group and

how much she will be missed. Of course we hope

she and Kevin will visit often. They are living near

Dawlish so we will definitely see them there!

Cheryl took her teaching exams whilst a dancer at

Bristol. She has taught the main class for some

time, in tandem with Barbara and latterly in a

team with our newer teachers, being a calm and

wise source of advice and support and heading up

the team. She is also a leading light at Westbury

Scottish Club, which is affiliated to the RSCDS.

She now wishes to step back from her teaching

role and be ‘just’ a dancer. We are pleased she

will still be dancing with us and glad we were able

to surprise her with this recognition of what she

has done for the Branch.

I must give our thanks to our team of teachers

over this year, Barbara and Cheryl, Graham

Coles, Lynn Robinson and the new recruits,

Maggie Kirkup and Fiona Grant who have now

joined the team. We are so grateful that you give

us so much of your time and energy so that we

may enjoy our Scottish Dancing.

Thanks too to all those who have helped in any

way this year, both front of house and behind the

scenes. We are a Society and a group of friends

and I know the social aspect is a very important

part of why people come and dance with us.

There are lots of elements that make up a happy

group and lots of tasks that need doing so that

the more people who involve themselves the

easier it becomes. So if you have been involved

this year consider yourself thanked. The

committee of course are tasked with running the

group so do feel free to approach with any ideas

or comments but remember that we are just

dancers too, trying to do our best!

As an addendum I have to report that sadly the

Summer Fling did not take place this year. This

was partly because of the low take-up due, we

believe, to there being several competing events

in the world of sport and holidays plus the unusual

weather - it was felt it was too hot and tiring for

dancers. We hope that this event will happen next

year and look forward to it.

I hope you are having/have had a wonderful

summer and will be raring to go again on the

dance floor in September.

Caroline Dunn, Honorary Secretary

Committee Vacancies
In the hope that you will read this, and rather

than leave it to chance that you will look at the

Committee details below, I would like to draw your

attention to the forthcoming retirements, with

effect from the AGM later in the new term.

Ticket Secretary – Helen Watkins is retiring

from this key post. Support is available for ticket

and crib production.

Catering – Margaret Pinder is retiring, so we

need someone to sustain members in the future.

Might you be prepared to assist in the smooth

running of the Branch by serving in one of these

posts for only two years? If so have a word with the

present post-holders to establish what is involved,

and if so moved then have a word with the

Chairman or Secretary. It will be very much

appreciated, believe me.

From a wider experience, the more people who

get involved in the running of a Branch, the

healthier the Branch will be. From your own point of

view, as well as getting a sense of purpose and

involvement over and above the dancing, you will

also get to know other Branch members better.

Editorial
To round off the formal part of the Newsletter I

would like to explain some changes. I rather

foolishly ignored the strictures of my youth but, in

line with the sentiments above, volunteered to take

on the role of editor, and was the only one who did.

I thought that as well as the set-piece items it

would be nice to include what I called 'Snippets'

when I edited the 'Journal' for the Council for British

Archaeology -South-West. These were short news

items which did not fall under any particular

heading, or were news about members. In this case

I hope to use them as ‘fillers’ rather than in a block.

Another introduction is an ‘Obituaries’ section. I

felt it should be acknowledged, for the record, that

we have, sadly, had several deaths this year in our
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dancing community. I give my apologies for any

which have been missed. Please keep me informed.

‘Letters to the editor’. You may have news, or

views, which you would like to air in, or about, the

Newsletter and/or its contents. As long as they are

not anonymous, defamatory or anything else anti-

social, then please send them to the Editor, (who

may edit for length or content, which is why he/she

is here, after all). Please send photographs, etc, as

separate files, with their captions, which makes

easier editing.

While on the subject, we must give sincere

thanks to Clive Robinson (CR) for most of the

photos, and to all our contributors for their input,

without which it is felt the Newsletter would be less

interesting.

I hope the content is of interest.

If you are not on the internet then send by post

c/o the Branch Secretary, otherwise to:

editor@rscdsbristol.info , with ‘Bristol Branch

Newsletter 20YY’ in the ‘subject’ field.

This address is also on the Branch website,

www.rscdsbristol.info , and will be receptive at

any time of the year, so ‘strike while the iron is

hot’ rather than trying to remember things only

when asked prior to the next edition being

prepared. Andrew Smith

Snippet 2: Eli Fumoto

A warm welcome to Eli, who was originally

from Japan. She was in Switzerland for twenty-

eight years, during which time she danced for

four years in Geneva. Arriving in the UK in

February, Eli started dancing with us this

summer term, and hopes to be a long term

attendee. She has also been to Summer School

in St Andrews.

Snippet 3: George Meikle

On 21st June George Meikle, a former

Director of Music for the RSCDS, gave us an

evening of first-class music, as he has done for

our last day of the dancing year for many years.

It goes without saying that we very much enjoy

his playing. From Bristol he often goes to

Birmingham on Friday and then to South Wales

on Saturday for their afternoon Dance Festival

followed by an evening dance. In a recent

conversation he reckoned, in a very matter-of-

fact way, that he travels about 30,000 miles a

year, so he certainly does go the extra mile for

us. We very much appreciate that he seems to

enjoy including us in a long weekend of playing

and travelling. We wish him well.

Bristol Branch Day School

11th November 2017

Bristol Branch holds a day school each year

in November, but preparation begins a couple of

years in advance when suggestions are made

for teachers and musicians, usually different

each year, giving the benefit of varying teaching

styles and music. Due to the great success of

the 2015 event it was decided for 2017 to

repeat the addition of a Musicians’ School to

give local musicians a grounding in playing in

the Scottish idiom for our country dancing.

Tom McKinley (L) & Bob Shakespeare (R) (Photo: CR)

For the two dancing sessions we were

fortunate to have Tom McKinley, who is

normally based in Paris, as teacher. The

morning session gave less experienced people

help with their technique and I was pleased to

see some of our skills class members at this

session. Lunch for the dancers was a

‘hunter/gatherer’ event, with some guidance

about local facilities, or self-catering in hall, with

due time allowance being made.

The afternoon was an opportunity to explore

some interesting dances. Music for lessons was

provided by Midlands-based Bob Shakespeare

on accordion who gave us some lovely melodies

during the sessions. [I gathered subsequently

that Bob had been a piper in the past, which

would probably explain why some of the tunes

were so haunting. Ed.]

mailto:editor@rscdsbristol.info
http://www.rscdsbristol.info/
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‘Musicians’ Course’ Band led by George Meikle (R)
(CR)

While the day school progressed at St Monica

Trust the musicians were being coached by

George Meikle at St Peter’s Church Hall. The

success of the instruction can be gauged by the

splendid music provided by the ‘massed band’

for the evening dancing.

Dancers had made their way to St Peter’s in

time for a ‘Soup & Rolls’ tea, accompanied by

interesting cheeses arranged by the Pinders and

Lunts, before joining the evening programme at

the early time (a long day) of 6.30.

I think that, once again the committee and

members of Bristol Branch can be proud of the

2017 Day School. Graham Coles

RSCDS Winter School at Pitlochry

18th - 23rd February 2018

From Bristol: L – R: Lorna, Graham, Len, Lynn,
Barbara, Margaret, Clive & Fiona, at Blair Castle (CR)

This was our 4th time at Winter School,

persuaded there the first time by friends who

also did not go to Summer School, so we felt we

were getting to know the ropes.

Three of us had signed up for the advanced

low impact class which we had enjoyed last year

- not much emphasis on the footwork

but more on all the other aspects of

social dancing. Unfortunately there

weren’t enough of us to make a

separate class and we were

amalgamated with another class and

told to do what we could, which changed

the emphasis of the class considerably.

For anyone who has contemplated

one of the schools and thought that

perhaps Summer School sounds like

hard work, Winter School is more relaxed and of

course only lasts four days, so we felt originally

that we could manage that.

The only dancing that is compulsory are the

morning classes, but there are evening dances

(short) followed by soirees, and of course the

Ball at Blair Castle where the hall walls are

covered in antlers and the floor can be a bit

slippery.

The first evening meal you are given set

places which gives the newcomers, (this year

with gold stars on their badge so we know to be

extra helpful!) a chance to get to know a few

people. Unfortunately the hotel had put up one

lot of seating plans, which some of us had

looked at, but were then told when they opened

the door that they were the wrong lists, so it

took half an hour to seat all 140 of us!

Our teachers this year were Mervyn Short

(who was also co-coordinator of

the school) who we had twice,

Paul Plummer (my favorite),

Lindsay Ibbotson (Len’s), and

Helen Russell who didn’t take our

class. Musicians were Ian (in

charge) and Judith Muir who are

regulars at Bristol’s Dawlish

weekends, Muriel Johnston and

Shona MacFadyen who stood in at

24 hours notice for Judith Smith

who was unable to attend. These

rotate round the classes as well

so you get a taste of all of them.

Len and I managed all the

evening events which this year

included a concert rather than the

usual ceilidh, which went down

well - all the musicians featuring in something

special. With the evening dances (except the

Ball) being fairly short and this year with

specific musicians playing in the soiree, there

was no long wait to get things going so we

usually stayed up for that as well. Lynn and

Graham did their usual late afternoon walks-
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through of any complicated dances from the

evening’s programme for those of the Bristol

gang needing them, which are gratefully

appreciated. It isn’t all hard work, there’s lots of

fun and laughter.

The afternoon events consist of talks,

dancing of various kinds, an outing to a stately

home with a bit of dancing thrown in which can

be enjoyed by the energetic people or those

who don’t have trouble with their feet etc, most

of which we declined but went on the short trip

to Pitlochry Dam where there is an exhibition of

the whole dam system and how the hydro

electric system works. That combined with a

café and a stroll over the dam in a distinctly

chill wind, but lovely sunny day suited us

better. We also had a stroll over to the Black

Spout one afternoon - a long black slope of a

waterfall in the woods below the hotel.

The weather was kind to us this year, not

too cold (no snow until after we got home for a

change) and mostly dry. We’re looking forward

to next year - booking starts at the beginning

of September.

Barbara Lord

Bristol Branch Annual Weekend

Dawlish, 9th – 11th March, 2018

Chris and Julie Dewhurst and Nicola Scott (CR)

It was a decidedly rainy day when my train

pulled into Exeter St Davids, not quite the spring-

like seaside feeling I had been hoping for. But as

the local train made its way along the coast towards

Dawlish Warren, with the train doors opening

seemingly straight on to the beach, I knew that I

was going to enjoy myself.

It was back in the summer of 2016 when I

received an unexpected email from Barbara Savill

inviting me to join you all at the weekend as guest

teacher and, with some trepidation, I agreed. I

needn't have worried as I was warmly welcomed as

soon as I arrived, and by Sunday lunchtime, felt

that I had made a lot of new friends.

Stepping it out in Dawlish (Photo: CR)

Teaching a group of around 60 people is a very

different experience to my usual weekly beginners’

class of twelve - I was relieved that there was a

microphone available to save my voice, and even

more relieved that Bristol Branch and friends are

attentive class members! Other teachers had

suggested I consider a theme to help with selecting

the programme for the morning classes, but in the

end, my theme was ‘Dances that I like’ – of which I

hoped at least some would prove popular. I was

especially pleased to be able to try out my dance

‘City Lights’ on you all, so thank you for indulging

me.

Of course, a particular highlight of the weekend

was having the chance to share a stage with Chris

and Julie Dewhurst. I know them both well as they

live just north of Birmingham, but this was our first

dance weekend together. They are such

professionals, and also such fun to work with, so I

very much hope that we’ll have the chance to do

something similar in the future.

One of the joys of the weekend was that there

were so many other activities to enjoy, so I

certainly didn’t feel too stressed about the classes.

With the welcome reception and dance on Friday,

the walk and the ceilidh on Saturday and plenty of

good food and good company, it was a holiday too.

Long may RSCDS Bristol continue this very fine

tradition!

Nicola Scott - Visiting Teacher
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Bath Branch 70th Anniversary

Class and Dance - 24th March, 2018

In the magnificent surroundings of

Westonbirt School a new format was put into

place to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the

Bath Branch. Dancers from far afield [including

a couple from Auchterarder] joined the locals

for a wonderful day of meeting friends,

reminiscing and dancing.

The dancing took place in the galleried hall

which is a long narrow room full of character

with its grand marble fireplace and organ. The

day started with a welcome coffee before the

morning class. The class was attended by

almost all of the day’s participants some of

whom were squeezed out into the hallway to

find space to dance. It was a privilege to dance

to Ian Robertson’s excellent music and after the

class everyone was ready for the most delicious

lunch provided by Westonbirt School caterers.

Bath Branch 70th Anniversary in Westonbirt School
(Photo. - S Colebourne)

The afternoon Anniversary dance went with a

swing with Ian now accompanied by Rosie on

the fiddle and Tom on the drums. This was

followed by tea and cakes and a beautiful

celebration cake was cut by the President, John

Baker. Congratulations to Matthew Clements,

Fiona Keane and Anne Jarrett for their planning

and organising an excellent event.

Barbara Savill

[Thanks to Matthew for sending the photo.
Also Barbara very modestly did not mention
that she was the class teacher. It was not an
easy hall for teaching, and the numbers were
many more than expected. With John Baker,
who was the catalyst for me starting dancing, I
was able to compare memories of the 10th

Anniversary Ball in Bath’s Guildhall when Miss
Milligan was guest of honour. At one point she
felt the music was too fast and marched up to
the band and beat time for them!

Ed.]

Costa Rica – No Artificial
Ingredients!

It had to be a good reason to stay away from

Scottish Dancing! We’d heard of other people

doing it, loving it, learning so much more than

touring by motor, so we booked it – a cycling

holiday, and the destination of Costa Rica was

so favourable that most of Brian’s family came

too. By chance, Margaret Dean had also signed

up, so out of a company of 10 who were

acquainted with each other, only 1 more had to

join – Jennifer, all of 4’9” but well able to cope

with us all.

We learnt about San Jose on a walking tour

with Felix, and saw the site on the crossroads of

the original church after which the tiny township

was named. The church has long since

disappeared, and San Jose is tiny no more,

having a population now of 375,000!

Cycling was such fun. It would keep us fit for

SCD we thought, and we saw so much of the

country and its people. There are so many birds

- hummingbirds, kingfishers, toucan, parrots

were easily identified, but by the end of the trip

we could all recognise the great kiskadee,

tanager, and the mot-mot [above] too.

Costa Rica (if geographically challenged. Ed. + ‘Google’)

It was not unusual to spot a sloth hanging in a

tree, or to see a crocodile lying on a log in a

roadside river. Due to the volcanic activity the
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soil is fertile and the mountains provide ideal

conditions in which to grow coffee. Pineapples

and bananas are also cultivated widely, but

alongside a huge range of vegetables and other

fruit, which makes a beautiful vista through

which to cycle.

The Team

The country took the decision in 1948 to

demilitarise and today it is seriously trying to

conserve all nature’s wonders. The Government

has recently grouped 11 regions into the

National System of Conservation Areas which is

helping greatly. Tourism is an important part of

the economy but we were conscious that we

were expected to respect the indigenous

peoples, the flora and fauna, as are all the

Ticans, as the locals are called. Nevertheless, it

was a happy and relaxed atmosphere

throughout our holiday. We were spontaneously

encouraged to dive into the local river having

surmounted yet another “flat hill” as Manuel

described them, and the whole group could

descend on a handy cafe or restaurant for a

well-earned break without the host turning a

hair!

There were some frustrations of course –

there are no post boxes so one needs to locate

a post office to send any postcards, the

pavements are so badly surfaced that walking

on them required ones full attention, some

motorists were not as tolerant to cyclists as we

are used to in Great Britain, and it was difficult

to find a “proper” cup of tea!

We learnt to expect the unexpected! For

instance, on our arrival at our lodgings after the

36 mile ride up the volcanic slopes of Miravalles,

we raced to the swimming pool to cool off only

to react as if we had been scalded when we

sank into the warm water!

We marvelled at the wild life in Tortuguero,

and in the Manuel Antonio national park. We’d

dressed for a safari trip, coated ourselves in

insect-repellent and had water bottles to hand.

We arrived at the park to find umpteen other

tourists in skimpy tops and shorts with their

picnics ready to walk on a concrete path

through the reserve to the beach!

We paid our $35 and waited for our guide.

Meanwhile someone pointed out a little green

poison-dart frog near the water, and then some

tent bats hanging underneath

a banana leaf. Out of the

jungle flew some toucans, and

we heard the cries of the

howler monkeys whilst a

capuchin family were clearly

visible hunting and gathering

fruit and berries. We’d seen so

much already, but a refund

was not on offer!

We lived on a hearty diet of

various fruit, vegetables, eggs,

beef, (albeit with a lot of rice

and beans), wonderful ice-

cream and superb cocktails, cycled 150 miles

over 10 days, and laughed so much. We should

be ready for the next term of dancing....?

Trish and Brian Machin

Snippet 4: Steve and Barbara Goulden

We have had some bad news and some good
news about Steve and Barbara this year.

The bad news is in two parts. Barbara has
been suffering from a back problem for some
time. This has seriously affected her dancing
and she is awaiting a consultation with an
anaesthetist before the back surgery is set up.

Steve had an unruly farm dog dash out into
the road between the wheels of his bike. Steve
was hospitalised as a result of multiple injuries.
It meant his dancing and general mobility were
seriously affected, and his enjoyment of the
Easter Weekend at Ross, as the prime
instigator, was seriously limited.

The good news, in three parts, is that not
only is he making a good recovery, but Steve is
looking forward to substantial compensation.
Also Barbara’s cataract operations have been a
success. As she has said, “I never knew there
were so many stars in the sky!” Together it is
hoped that the out-turns for both will mean that
they will be confident of meeting the new
season with renewed ability.

Snippet 5: John Miles

George Cree, door-keeper us at St Monica
Trust, latterly asked John to deputise for him
occasionally during his final illness. We are very
grateful to John, who is resident with his wife,
for taking over George’s mantle and greeting us
most courteously as we arrive. His bearing and
immaculate turn-out form a most distinctive
welcome. I am also grateful to John for effecting
an introduction to George’s daughter, Caroline.
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A View from the Floor
I am very sorry that there have been

problems arising from my make-over earlier in

the year, and hope that there has been some

resolution. You will, I hope, understand that,

like many of the residents here at St Monica

Trust, my appearance and well-being is entirely

in the hands of my carers. It is quite hurtful

when I hear, “The floor was not feeling so good

this evening” or “There are very slippery

patches in that corner”. I do very much

appreciate your consideration for my health.

(The large mops with which you treat me at the

end of the evening are a really pleasurable

experience.) If you can pick your feet up, it is so

enjoyable to have you with me on a Thursday,

and occasionally for other events (also called

‘Dances’ I believe), obviously moving with grace

and pleasure without just shuffling around.

I am, and have been, very appreciative of

the amount of consideration you show for me. (I

have heard your teachers on numerous

occasions ask you to look up and even to look at

your partner, but very many of you, at all skill

levels, seem still to be very concerned for my

health, and barely take your eyes off me, often

throughout a dance.

When what I believe is called ‘Honouring your

partner’ takes place at the beginning and end of

a dance, I even notice that some of you actually

look at me instead of at your partner, which I

find quite flattering. I am not sensitive enough

to be sure what your partner feels about that,

however.

I have heard teachers, especially visiting

teachers at what I believe you call ‘Day

Schools’, often say, “You do not need to look at

the floor - it is not going to go away or

disappear.” I would like to reassure you that to

the best of my knowledge and belief, neither

option is open to me.

From my lowly view-point I can honestly say

that while I appreciate your concerns I am more

than happy to provide as good a service as I

can, as unobtrusively as possible. In fact, may I

take the liberty of saying I think that keeping

your head up improves your posture and results

in a much more comfortable relationship

between us? Furthermore, I am not attention

seeking, but can observe at first hand the

benefits of looking at your partner. It is obvious

to me that both of you can benefit from the

interaction, and it certainly takes some pressure

off me if you provide mutual support and

engagement.

One of my carers in action

I have noticed that a more experienced dancer

can often provide reassurance to a less

experienced dancer if there is mutual eye

contact. I have also noticed that it is not

unknown for the roles to be reversed on

occasion!

To have heard the comment, “I have danced

all evening but no-one has danced with me.”

leaves me hoping that it has not been due to

any shortcoming on my part. I do hope to

continue to give satisfaction to the best of my

ability, and that you will be happy to continue to

keep me company and enjoy your dancing.

As a final note, and please forgive my

ignorance, but I have noticed some people

commenting that, “The top of the hall has

changed.” From down here it still looks exactly

the same to me. Maybe I am not as observant

as I would like, but after all I have been here a

long time! A Planck

Snippet 6: Barbara and Kevin Savill

When Barbara took her teaching exam there

was outrage in the Branch at the way the

examiners had conducted themselves, but that

is another story. She eventually took over the

lead role from Peter Wright. Since their

marriage, under her tutelage Kevin has become

a confident dancer and an involved and

supportive member of the Branch.

So there was considerable dismay when for

family reasons they decided to leave Bristol

earlier this year. They had a stopover in north

Devon while they decided on their eventual

location. From early June this has become

Kenton, a few miles south of Exeter. We hope

they settle down well in their new home. Our
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loss will become Exeter’s gain, but Dawlish is

only a little way down the road. So…?

Guernsey Weekend

13th – 15th April 2018

In recent years many Bristol dancers have

been tempted by the availability of direct flights

from Bristol airport to attend the excellent

Guernsey dancing weekend. Being a springtime

event, the weather has ranged from summer-

like conditions to snow, gales and icy wind. This

year the weather was classic April with alternate

sunshine (which brought the local ladies

attending a competing event - the “Grand

National Ladies [drinking] Day” at our hotel -

out onto the terrace in their finery!) to heavy

showers (which was a good excuse for the

guests at Sunday lunch to admire the plants

inside Christine and Ivan Babbé’s huge

greenhouse) but it was settled enough for one

of the French contingents to arrive by yacht.

Some 13 dancers from Bristol attended and

can vouch for the fact that the weekend was as

good as ever. The venue was, again, The Ladies

College in St Peter Port which has a smart

modern hall and facilities and was close to the

hotels and guest houses where most visitors

were staying. The weekend comprised a dance

on the Friday night and Ball (complete with

Grand March) on the Saturday night, both with

buffet supper, a walk through on Saturday

morning of the Saturday dances followed by

light lunch, and an open invitation to all guests

to lunch at Christine and Ivan’s house on the

Sunday.

Guernsey Ball practice (Photo: Liz Haggerty)

Christine plays a pivotal role in organising the

weekend, ably supported by Ivan and other

local dancers. The dance programmes reflected

Christine and Ivan’s travels including some

dances they had come across in South Africa

and other far flung places. The resulting

programmes were (for me at least) a

challenging but satisfying mixture, managed

with the help of ‘You Tube’ and the Saturday

walk through. I will not quickly forget such

dances as Double Trouble Triangles, David

Russell Hall, and Ezekiel’s Wheel!

Sunday lunch was a delight and included the

opportunity to inspect Christine and Ivan’s

award-winning garden and a guided walk

around neighbouring lanes. Before the end, Ivan

disappeared into the greenhouse and returned

with bunches of freesias for the ladies - the last

of this year’s crop. That’s a touch which other

dancing events will be hard put to emulate!

John Dunn

Snippet 7: ‘Further Skills’ class

Have you ever thought "I wish I could dance

like that"? If so maybe you would enjoy our

‘Further Skills’ class (aka ‘the Monday class’).

We meet monthly with the aim of maintaining a

demonstration capability in the Branch; and to

have fun practising, to (hopefully) extend, our

dance skills. If you think you might be

interested talk to me at a Thursday class, or

email me at mondayclass@rscdsbristol.info for

more information."

Ros Rawlings

Snippet 8: Branch Bursaries

Have you ever danced with us in Dawlish, if

not, do you need an incentive to do so? Or,

have you enjoyed Dawlish and would like to

attend similar weekends organised by others?

Are you limited by lack of finances?

Then we can help!

For those wishing to further their

dancing skills by joining a weekend

dancing course, or even just a day

school, RSDCDS Bristol has funds

available for bursaries.

Please apply in writing to the

Treasurer, David Wells or the

Secretary, Caroline Dunn either in

class or by using the published

contact details on the noticeboard.

All applications will be treated in

confidence.

Go on, give it a go!

Margaret Chambers

mailto:mondayclass@rscdsbristol.info
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Training as a Teacher, St
Andrews – 2018

One of the core functions of the RSCDS is to

train teachers. Having recently subjected myself

to this process I would like to share my

experience and explain how it all works.

In 2014, I was invited to teach the beginners’

class of Westbury Scottish Club so felt that

undergoing the training was the right thing to

do. Watching experienced teachers made it look

easy but I soon discovered that teaching a

successful class requires a lot of work. Typically

it can take several hours to prepare, choosing

dances suitable for the aim of the lesson,

analysing them for teaching points and areas of

potential confusion, working out how to explain

everything before finally creating a playlist of

suitable music. I had a lot to learn.

The journey to being awarded the teaching

certificate is in two parts, units 1-3 for the

preliminary certificate and units 4 & 5 for the

full qualification. Unit 1 is a written paper, taken

under exam conditions. In my case, I sat this in

London although any branch can apply to hold

the exam even if only for one candidate. It

helps to be able to memorise and regurgitate

the Manual of Scottish Country Dancing

(currently over 200 pages). Do you know where

the first lady’s left foot should be at the end of

bar 3 of the all round poussette and the

differences in phrasing between the 2 couple

and 3 couple promenades? Learning the history

of the Society and its management structure

was interesting and certainly necessary for

passing the exam. Units 2 & 3 are often taken

together and require a training course to be

completed. This can be done in two weeks at

RSCDS Summer School in St Andrews or, as I

did, over a series of weekends. My course was

organised by the London branch and was held

near Reading with “homework” to be completed

before and during the course. Unit 2 is an

assessment of dancing. The exam consists of

dancing 12 prescribed dances in front of two

examiners and being able to recap any of them

from memory. I was fortunate that my class

consisted of 3 men and 3 women so we were

able to practise as a team with the same

partner. Sometimes the examiners will also ask

candidates to demonstrate their steps

individually. Unit 3 is an assessment of teaching

of steps and simple formations to an

inexperienced class. The “stooges” for the

practice and exam are volunteers and are

required to follow the candidate’s instructions,

even if they are wrong. Quite a few of my

“beginners” were actually teachers. At Summer

School candidates have 24 hours’ notice of their

assignment, 48 hours is given for those taking

an external course. Success results in award of

the part one or preliminary certificate and a

great sigh of relief.

With those hurdles over, unit 4 begins.

Completing unit 4 requires inviting an

experienced teacher to mentor you while you

record your lesson plans for classes taught. At

least 6 months before taking unit 5, a record of

teaching done since passing unit 3 has to be

submitted together with a number of lesson

plans and your own appraisal of each lesson as

well as your strengths and weaknesses as a

teacher. Feedback is given a few months before

unit 5 and further evidence may be requested.

As with units 2 & 3, unit 5 courses can be

arranged by a branch, if there are sufficient

candidates, or the course and exam can be

taken during two weeks at Summer School. At

the time of writing I have just returned from my

fortnight at St Andrews and am delighted to

have passed. The exam assignment is to teach

the allocated dance beginning with steps and

skills exercises, teaching the formations and

finally the whole dance – all in no more than 40

minutes with the class made up of volunteers of

at least intermediate standard. In my exam the

“volunteers” were from the very advanced class,

and again included a number of teachers. No

added pressure then? It was hard to see any

obvious faults to correct.

So, why do it? On the positive side, there is a

great sense of achievement in completing the

courses and even more if the exams are passed.

I have definitely learned a lot from the unit 1

study and from the unit 2, 3 and 5 tutors as

well as getting good ideas from watching the

other candidates teach. The courses provide a

wonderful opportunity to work with a musician

throughout; Judith Muir for units 2&3 and

George Meikle for unit 5 – how lucky can one

be! I have also got to know a great bunch of

people including tutors Mervyn Short and

Graham Houston-Donald, the course organisers

and support teams from RSCDS and of course

my fellow candidates. The courses and exams

are pretty intense and not without significant

stress. They need commitment and effort, not

to mention stamina. It really helped to be with

others who felt the same pressures. There are

fees payable for the courses and exams. I am

very grateful to both the Bristol Branch and

Westbury Scottish Club for sponsoring me for

unit 5. I am also very grateful for all the

encouragement offered by the other teachers
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and dancers and especially to Ros Rawlings for

being my mentor, offering constructive criticism

throughout this process.

Overall, this has been a positive experience.

We have had a lot of fun along the way. At one

point during the unit 5 course, there was a

complaint from another group that they were

being disturbed by the gales of laughter from

our class. Two weeks at Summer School can be

quite hard – living in university halls in an

almost closed community with classes morning

and afternoon as well as (optional) social

dancing most evenings. Taking the course over

a longer period might suit some people. On

balance I am glad to have experienced both. I

am looking forward to developing my skills

further and am delighted to be part of the

teaching team in Bristol. Maggie Kirkup

Maggie Kirkup

Snippet 9: Jean Waller

It had been noticed that we had not seen

Jean for some time, and in fact it was for all of

last term. She had twisted her ankle and fears

that a combination of trying to avoid worsening

the injury and the hot weather has brought on a

condition which has meant that she has not felt

able to dance.

At present she is waiting for an appointment

with a consultant, so does not know what the

result might be. She does hope to get back to

dancing with us but thinks that it will not be at

the beginning of the next term. She was

interested to know what had been decided

about class formats and is certainly looking

forward to rejoining us when she is able. We

wish her a speedy recovery.

Obituaries
It is with sadness that we record the following:

George Cree

(12th February, 1921 – 11th September,

2017)

George was made an honorary Branch

member, as for some years he was on hand most

weeks to open the door for us, a self-imposed

duty, which he sustained even when not in the

best of health. He was always great to talk to, and

had great spirit. Born in Dunfermline, he spent

the majority of his working life in the Edinburgh

area with British Rail. Following the death of his

wife in 2005 he came to Bristol to be near his

daughter and became a resident at St Monica Trust.

[His younger brother Alexander (‘Sandy’), a very

well known artist (1929-2014), was also there for

five years until his death, but unfortunately his

dementia meant he had to be kept in the secure

wing. This must have been a very difficult time for

George.]

George’s well-attended funeral service was

held in the St Monica Trust chapel, and was a very

moving occasion.

Many Branch members were amongst the

congregation.

I am extremely grateful to Caroline, George’s

daughter for being so willing to let us share in

these details of George’s life.

Ed.

Ian Ross

(14th June, 1939 – 20th December, 2017)

We were very sad to hear of the death, in

December, of Ian Ross, who often attended our

Dances with Marmie, his partner of 25 years. A

picture of them both is included to put him into

context, as it were.

Ian and Marmie (Thanks to Marmie’s daughter)

Ian was born in Aberdeen and spent many

summer holidays at Rosemarkie. When he

moved down south to Malvern, he took up

English Country Dancing but soon joined a

Scottish Country Dancing group in Ross and

from then on he immersed himself in it. He

attended every event possible, travelling all

over the country and abroad on dancing

holidays.

He and Marmie were always a welcome

addition at any occasion, always happy and

showing delight in dancing and the music. He

was a gentle, quiet man with impeccable

manners and a wonderful smile. Over 200

dancers attended his funeral in January this

year, a testament to the affection in which he

was held. Two dances in Ross have been held in

his memory to raise money for a cancer charity,

the first of which raised over £800.

Cheryl Ayers
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Martin Norgate

(28th November, 1942 – 20th April, 2018)

“Martin was born in Surrey and the early

decades of his life involved a wonderful

relationship with his Nan; … grammar school

(where he was known as ‘Nuggett’); all weather

running, and coxing the school VIII; singing;

photography and sound recording, and then

Bristol University, with a state scholarship and a

BP apprenticeship, where he graduated in

Physics and Maths, having studied music and

Anglo-Saxon on the side.

Although a complete scientist at heart, Martin

had no intention of following a conventional,

narrow, career path. To say that his interests

were wide would be a huge understatement. He

was interested in EVERYTHING, except for politics

and religion. He rejected the offer of a research

post to do a PhD in linguistics. I met Martin in

Bristol on a post-graduate teaching course in

1965. Our territory was the Mendip Hills,

accompanied by tunes on his recorder.”…

“In the end Martin avoided the hospital ward

by discharging himself from A & E in the middle

of the night and I drove him home. Despite the

pain of that last 48 hours, he still had plans,

ideas, and a glint in his eye. He died

surrounded by the family he loved and who

loved him. He has left a huge gap in our lives but

also left a huge legacy of memories, ideas, and

tangible things. Martin, we love you and will

always miss you.”

Martin Norgate

[This is a brief extract from a longer memoir
by Jean, his widow. Contact me for a full copy.

Martin was clearly a polymath and a man of
many talents. I am ashamed to say that I did
not know to what extent.

He was an integral member of the Bristol
Branch for a significant number of years.

My principal memory is that, before clever
electronic devices, Peter Wright could ask Martin
for eight bars of whatever, and it would be
delivered promptly and effortlessly in the form
of puirt a' bhèil (Scottish Gaelic: “tunes of the
mouth”). Ed.]

The Committee
The Branch Constitution was changed at an EGM in October 2017; the change enables one Office Bearer
to resign each year, with each serving an expected term of 3 years. To provide flexibility the
Constitution adopted is as below:

 CHAIRMAN, elected for a THREE year period, following ONE year holding the post of CHAIRMAN-
ELECT;

 SECRETARY, elected each year, for a maximum of four consecutive years.
 TREASURER, elected each year, for a maximum of four consecutive years.
 FOUR COMMITTEE MEMBERS, each elected for a two year period.
 The Committee may co-opt if there is a need.
 Committee Members can be invited to serve a further year, again this is to provide flexibility if

their terms get out of sync through an early resignation.

Committee Members 2017-18 (* = retiring at 2018 AGM)

Officers:
Chairman Margaret Chambers* (elected 2016)
Secretary Caroline Dunn (elected 2017) Email: secretary@rscdsbristol.info
Treasurer David Wells (elected 2016) Email: treasurer@rscdsbristol.info
Chairman-elect Alison Lunt (elected 2017)

Other Committee Members:
Catering Margaret Pinder* (elected 2016)
Membership Clive Warren-Smith (elected 2017) Email: membership@rscdsbristol.info
Programme Secretary Maggie Kirkup (elected 2017)
Ticket Secretary Helen Watkins* (elected 2016) Email: tickets@rscdsbristol.info

Stop Press: Beginners’ course Publicity Officer – a new post (not necessarily ‘committee’) to meet a

specific need, as outlined in the Chairman’s message.

mailto:secretary@rscdsbristol.info
mailto:treasurer@rscdsbristol.info
mailto:membership@rscdsbristol.info
mailto:tickets@rscdsbristol.info
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Diary Dates –2018 – 2019

Bristol Branch Diary - 2018-19

2018
13th Sep. Autumn Term starts

13th Oct. NEW SEASON DANCE with Marian Anderson St. Monica Trust’s Oatley Hall

10th Nov. DAY SCHOOL (Dancers only) Teacher: Janet Johnston, and Musician: Judith Muir

and EVENING DANCE - with Craigellachie Both at St. Peter’s Church Hall, Henleaze

22nd Nov. RSCDS Bristol AGM

13th Dec. Term ends

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2019

3rd Jan. Spring Term starts

2nd Feb. NEWCOMERS DANCE – with Strathallan St. Monica Trust’s Oatley Hall

8th -10th Mar. DAWLISH - Residential weekend away

Teacher: Pat Houghton and Musician: Ian Robertson

11th Apr. Term ends

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Easter weekend is 19th – 21st April. Easter Monday holiday is 22nd April

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2nd May Summer Term starts

18th May SUMMER DANCE - with Scott Band St. Monica Trust’s Oatley Hall

27th Jun. Term ends

Tba – Jul. SUMMER FLING at Ubley Village Hall with recorded music.

RSCDS 2019 Diary

(With thanks to Moira Thomson, RSCDS HQ)

17th - 22nd February WINTER SCHOOL, Pitlochry. Booking opens: Beginning of September 2018

19th - 21st April SPRING FLING, Paris. Booking opens: September 2018

14th July - 11th August SUMMER SCHOOL, St Andrews, over four weeks. Booking opens: October 2018
(Folk generally book for one or two consecutive weeks.)

Some pictures from St Andrews

(All by Andrew Smith)

The Castle

The Cathedral and St Rules Tower St Andrews from the West Sands


